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REV. DR. TALMAGE. 
The Eminent Washington 

Sunday Sermon, 
Divine's 

Subject: “Gathering Around Christ.” 
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' In a diamond-‘nerusted ebony case, 
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Hindoo temples in Ceylon are now lighted 
by electricity, 

Dr. Kilmer's Ewanr«-Roor cures 
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The total mileage of electric roads in Great 
Britain does not much exceed forty. 

{ could not get along without Piso Cure 
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€. MouvLrox, Nesdham, Mass, Oct. 22, '‘M, 
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Around the farm there is at least a fom 07 fare of materi jals, 
Hen Droppings, Wood's Earth, Marl and other th sings, which, it mixed with 

181 ig have vegetables In the mat het Tove 2 
Re mer 8 Resds 
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SALZER'S VEGETABLE SEEDS 
Are reeoguived on the best for all polls and slimes, whether Bart or West, 

Gran Vigarousiy, Produce Enormously! 
That is thelr rorerd the world prer Being Northera-grown, they are Yoed 
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JOHN A. SALZER SEED CO., La Crosse, Wis. 
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Foal 

Powell's Prepared Chemicals, 
make fertilizers rich in Ammonia, Potash and Phosphoric Acid, which will be 
quick acting, producing large crops and at the same 1 oo 
the soil. A fertilizer made in this 
about $12 per ton. 

Many thousand farmers have saved fully half thelr fortilizer bills by the use of Powell", Larcuias giving struction: for mining, with sestismesialy 1 
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and references in the news- 

papers and books which you don’t fully understand, and which you would 
like to look up if you had some compact book which would give the in- 
formation in a few lines?—not be obliged to bandle a twenty-pound 

reyclopmdia costing $45 or #30, 
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